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Hypo to Helio Books, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.In 2005, the president surprises the Senate with a treaty that sells California
to Japan for $60 trillion. Even for such a staggering sum, nobody takes the treaty seriously--until
California s Senator Matt Bomber Nakamura endorses it. Since he ll lose his job if the treaty goes
through, he becomes a national hero-the Martyr to Zilching the Debt -and the treaty gains support.
But his wife Barbara suspects the real reason behind his endorsement: he arm-twisted the promise
of a huge bribe from Japan s ambassador. Barbara is determined to stop her husband at any cost,
to save the Californians he s betraying. She has no money, no power, no influence-just
determination. Nobody listens outside California, though, once Matt points out all of the fun ways
Washington can spend $60 trillion. Even worse, her Japanese mother thinks the treaty is a godsend,
and criticizes Barbara for publicly speaking against Matt. Meanwhile in Japan, young robotics
engineer Hiroshi Iwata gradually realizes that the California Treaty would be his key to a better life.
Eventually Hiroshi will work hard to thwart Barbara s efforts...
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Reviews
Thorough information! Its this sort of good read. It is actually writter in straightforward words rather than confusing. I am just delighted to let you know
that this is basically the best book we have read within my personal existence and can be he greatest pdf for actually.
-- Dr . Henr i Cr ona II
It is fantastic and great. It generally is not going to cost an excessive amount of. You will like the way the blogger create this book.
-- Ger a r do B a uch PhD
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